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Phone: (267) 385-3800 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT DOG
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

This chunky 4 year old gal is Maisey! Maisey is a hidden 

gem in the shelter and is SUCH a good girl. Maisey needs 

to be in a single dog home, but she doesnt mind passing 

by other dogs on the street. She is active and loves to play. 

She would make a great hiking partner and is always ready 

to explore.\n\nMaisey is in foster care so email 

foster@acctphilly.org with any questions.\n\n4/30: Took 

Maisey out for activity time today, we went to the large 

dog run, she enjoyed running around the run and 

approaching seeking attention. didnt show much interest 

in toys while out.\n\n4/29: Brought Maisey out to the 

covered run for Activity Time. Even though it was so nice 

out I knew Maisey would need to run off her energy. Played 

fetch with her which is one of her favorite activities. I dont 

know who got tired first, her or me. After leaving the 

covered run I took her for a brief loop around the parking 

lot. Maisey really is such a sweet girl and would do 

wonderfully with an active family.\n\n4/19: Took Maisey out 

for Activity Time. We had her run around to get her energy 

out. She really enjoys tag and her squeaky toys and balls. 

We didnt get too much time together because we were 

needed in kennels. Before we brought Maisey back we ran 

around some more and gave her some treats. Maisey 

would do great with an active family.\n\n4/14: Took Maisey 

outside for Activity Time since the weather was so great. 

She was enjoying our walk thoroughly. During the whole 

thing she was loose, tail wagging, and head held high. We 

encountered a few dogs on our time out and Maisey 

remained loose(we didnt attempt any meets or get any 

closer), but Maisey didnt show any signs of uneasiness. We 

were in the small run next to the big run and a Volunteer 

brought the small dog Phoenix into the big run. When 

Maisey and I left she spotted Phoenix and got super wiggly 

and wanted to see him through the fence, but I continued 

on with our walk. Maisey is sweet, gentle, and easy to 

handle.
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